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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a machine for
inspecting the surface conditions of structural members
within a furnace, particularly inside a furnace operating
at a high temperature and/or with a highly radioactive
environment, such as a melting furnace for radioactive
wastes processing.
[0002] A view of the configuration of an inspection ma-
chine inside a vacuum chamber that was disclosed in
Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Sho
60-169745 is shown in Fig. 6 as an example of the prior-
art. In this prior-art, an image fiber 106 is used instead
of an industrial television camera in a vacuum chamber
101 of a melting device. An arm tip part 105 capable of
changing its protruding direction is attached to a lower
end of a main arm portion 104 capable of moving up and
down in an axial direction of a tubular structural member
103. Movable blocks capable of adjusting in the length
are suspended from the arm tip portion 105, and an ob-
jective part 102 of the image fiber is mounted thereon.
[0003] This configuration is capable of withstanding a
temperature of approximately 250°C within the vacuum
chamber 101 and makes it unnecessary to provide the
large cooling gas that would be needed if an industrial
television camera system was inserted. Thus it provides
an inspection machine that is far superior from the view-
points of heat resistance, monitoring range, and ease of
maintenance.
[0004] The above described prior-art made it possible
to continuously monitor the interior of a vacuum cham-
ber without requiring the use of large quantity of coolant
for cooling, by using imaging portion of an image fiber
that can withstand a temperature of approximately
250°C instead of an industrial television camera that can
withstand a temperature of only about 60°C, which had
been used up until that time.
[0005] However, there are certain problems with the
above described prior-art, as described below. The first
problem concerns the inspection-hostile environment.
When the object being inspected is a melting furnace
for radioactive wastes processing or the like, the decay
heat due to the high level of residual radioactivity can
cause the interior of the furnace to reach a fairly high
temperature of 400°C to 500°C. However, the thermal
resistance of the fiberscope is only about 250°C, so it
cannot be used without some form of cooling machine.
[0006] Further, since the various drive mechanisms of
the inspection machine inserted into the furnace are ex-
posed to high levels of radioactivity in addition to high
temperatures, the components thereof have extremely
short lifetimes and thus it is necessary to replace them
after a short period of time. However, the inside of the
melting furnace is a highly radioactive region, called a
hot cell, so that this replacement of components must
be performed by remote operation, and thus there are

extreme restrictions on use.
[0007] Another problem concerns inspection method.
Quantitative inspection is essential for purposes such
as lifetime estimation, but the above described prior-art
cannot be used for such purposes because it provides
qualitative inspection by observation.
[0008] US-A-5 127 736 discloses an in-furnace in-
spection machine for the interior of a furnace comprising
a box-like enclosure including a laser beam source and
a light sensor disposed in a predetermined geometric
relationship. The enclosure is moved vertically, horizon-
tally and can be rotated. The position at which the light
sensor receives reflected light from a furnace wall is in-
dicative of whether or not the furnace wall is damaged.
So as to exclude disturbing light from being detected by
the light detector, there is provided an optical filter in-
cluding cooling means. The filter is received in a box,
which has a double wall structure. Coolant air may be
flown through the space between the double walls of the
filter housing.
[0009] The above various components of the device
are included in a box-like enclosure, which may be
cooled by means of a cooling fluid circulated through the
walls of the enclosure by means of a pair of conduits.
[0010] The present invention was devised in the light
of the above described problems with the prior art, and
its objective is the provision of an inspection machine
that has superior thermal and radiation resistances but
a simple configuration and low fabrication costs; pro-
vides a highly accurate, quantitative measurement of
the surface conditions of structural members inside a
furnace; and also enables qualitative inspection by di-
rect observation.
[0011] The above objective is achieved by an in-fur-
nace inspection machine as laid out in claim 1.
[0012] Preferred embodiments are defined in de-
pendent claims.
[0013] In other words, a first aspect of the present in-
vention provides an in-furnace inspection machine com-
prising a laser-transmission optical fiber incorporated
with a laser projector at one end thereof inserted into
the furnace and being connected to a laser beam source
outside the furnace; a fiberscope incorporated with the
objective portion at one end thereof inserted into the fur-
nace, the objective portion being arranged in such a
manner as to be capable of observing an irradiated point
on a structural wall surface inside the furnace onto which
light projected from the laser projector falls, and being
connected to an image sensor located outside the fur-
nace; means for calculating the distance to the structural
wall surface on which the laser beam from a tip portion
of the inspection machine has fallen, by subjecting an
image from the image sensor to image processing; a
first double-walled tube of a structure such that the la-
ser-transmission optical fiber is incorporated through an
inner tube thereof, and a coolant introduced from a sup-
ply port outside the furnace into a passageway within
the inner tube turns in the vicinity of the laser projector
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at the tip portion and flows back through a gap between
the inner tube and an outer tube thereof to an outflow
port outside the furnace; and a second double-walled
tube of a structure such that the fiberscope is incorpo-
rated through an inner tube thereof, and a coolant intro-
duced from a supply port outside the furnace into a pas-
sageway within the inner tube turns in the vicinity of the
objective portion at the tip portion and flows back
through a gap between the inner tube and an outer tube
thereof to the outflow port outside the furnace; wherein
the first double-walled tube accommodating the laser-
transmission optical fiber and the second double-walled
tube accommodating the fiberscope are incorporated in
a drive shaft provided with means for obtaining straight-
line motion in an axial direction and means for obtaining
rotational motion in a circumferential direction, and a
portion below a lower end portion of the drive shaft is
provided by a structure whereby the positional relation-
ship between the laser projector of the first double-
walled tube accommodating the laser-transmission op-
tical fiber and the objective portion of the second double-
walled tube accommodating the fiberscope is fixed; the
drive portions of the drive shaft, external surfaces of the
first double-walled tube accommodating the laser-trans-
mission optical fiber and the second double-walled tube
accommodating the fiberscope protruding from a lower
end portion of the drive shaft, and penetration portions
of the drive shaft through a case of the inspection ma-
chine have an airtight configuration; and surface shape
of structural members inside the furnace are determined
from distance data obtained by continuously scanning
the laser beam over the surfaces.
[0014] In a second aspect of the present invention, the
projected laser beam of the above described machine
is either a spot-shaped beam or a slit-shaped beam
forming a vertical surface, wherein the light axis of the
spot-shaped beam or the plane formed by the slit-
shaped beam passes through the center of rotation of
said drive shaft.
[0015] In a third aspect of the present invention, the
fiberscope is incorporated with an irradiating light pro-
jector at an end thereof inside the furnace and is con-
figured integrally with a light guide (an optical fiber for
transmitting irradiating light) connected to an irradiating
light source arranged outside the furnace.
[0016] The operation of the in-furnace inspection ma-
chine in accordance with the present invention will be
described below with reference to a preferred embodi-
ment thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a perspective external view of an in-furnace
inspection machine based on the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an abbreviated lateral cross-sectional view
through the in-furnace inspection machine of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a partial expanded cross-sectional view of
the objective portion of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a view illustrative of the basic concept of
distance measurement by triangulation;
Fig. 5 is a view of an example of the overall system
configuration when using the in-furnace inspection
machine of the present invention to inspect the
walls of structural members inside a furnace; and
Fig. 6 is a view of an example of the prior art.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0018] An embodiment of the in-furnace inspection
machine in accordance with the present invention is
shown in Figs. 1 to 3. This machine is directed to a glass
melting furnace which is one type of installation for
processing highly radioactive wastes and which uses a
method of solidifying the radioactive wastes for volume
reduction and also place it in in a stable and easy-to-
handle form, then solidifies it together with glass mate-
rial, to enable long-term storage. Since this glass melt-
ing furnace is operated at a high temperature, the inside
surfaces of a metal casing thereof that come into contact
with the molten glass are protected by refractory mem-
bers, but these refractory members are expected to be
corroded after a few years of service. For that reason,
it is necessary to inspect the conditions inside the melt-
ing furnace regularly during the service period, and thus
verify the integrity of the melting furnace as well as de-
termine the lifetime of the melting furnace in a system-
atic manner. The present invention relates to an inspec-
tion machine for performing this periodic inspection for
corrosion damage of the interior of the furnace.
[0019] A perspective view of the exterior of this in-fur-
nace inspection machine is shown in Fig. 1, an abbre-
viated lateral cross-sectional view through this in-fur-
nace inspection machine is shown in Fig. 2, and a partial
expanded cross-sectional view of the objective portion
of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. In addition, a view illustrative
of the basic concept of distance measurement by trian-
gulation is shown in Fig. 4 and an example of the overall
system configuration when using the in-furnace inspec-
tion machine of the present invention to inspect the walls
inside a furnace is shown in Fig. 5.
[0020] In Figs. 1 to 5: reference number 1 denotes a
laser projector, 2 denotes an objective portion, 3 de-
notes an elevational shaft, 4 denotes a laser source, 5
denotes a television camera, 6 denotes a furnace, 7 de-
notes a refractory member, 8 denotes a protective cover
for a drive mechanism, 9 denotes a rotational gear
wheel, 10 denotes a rack-and-pinion mechanism, 11
and 13 denote electric motors, 12 and 14 denote speed
reducers, 15 denotes a guide pin, 20 denotes a mirror,
21 denotes an inlet pipe for a coolant, 22 denotes an
outlet passage for the coolant, 23 denotes a fiberscope,
24 denotes a glass window pane, 25 denotes an outer
tube, 26 denotes an inner tube, 27 denotes a support
bracket, 30 denotes a cell wall, 31 denotes a switcher,
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32 denotes a video *teroppa*, 33 denotes a video tape
deck, 34 and 36 denote monitor television sets, 35 de-
notes a image processor, 37 denotes a personal com-
puter, 38 denotes a printer, 39 denotes a servo amplifier,
40 denotes a servo controller, 41 denotes an interlock
circuit, and 42 denotes a thermometer.
[0021] One end of an optical fiber for transmitting la-
ser light is connected to the laser source 4 and the other
end is connected to the laser projector 1. One end of the
fiberscope 23 is connected to the television camera 5
and the other end is connected to the objective portion
2. Note that the description of this embodiment relates
to a system in which a television camera is used as
means for converting an optical image into an electrical
signal, and this means is referred to as "television cam-
era" herein, although it should be obvious to those
skilled in the art that this means is not limited thereto.
[0022] The laser-transmission optical fiber and the fib-
erscope are each passed through a tube of a double-
walled configuration. The interior of the inner tube 26 of
each of these double-walled tubes acts as a passage
for a low-temperature coolant, and a space between
each outer tube 25 and the corresponding inner tube 26
acts as a passage for coolant whose temperature has
been raised by heat transferred from the outer tube 25
side when the machine is inserted into the high-temper-
ature furnace 6. The double-walled tube for the light-
emitting optical fiber and the double-walled tube for the
light-receiving optical fiber are combined together and
pass through the elevational shaft 3.
[0023] Each fiber-accommodating tube is airtightly
sealed at a lower through portion of the elevational shaft
3.
[0024] A partial expanded cross-sectional view of the
objective portion 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The fiberscope 23
is passed through the center of the inner tube 26 and
the lower end portion thereof is supported by the support
bracket 27 which is fixed to the lower end portion of the
inner tube 26. A lower end surface of the fiberscope 23
faces the mirror 20 which reflects the conditions within
the furnace being inspected, through the glass window
pane 24. An image of the interior of the furnace 6 is
transmitted to the television camera 5 provided in an up-
per portion.
[0025] As shown in Fig. 3, the objective portion 2 has
a configuration that is completely isolated from the outer
environment. The low-temperature coolant (usually air)
flowing downward through the central portion of the dou-
ble-walled tube enters the objective portion 2 where the
mirror 20 and other components are provided, through
the coolant inlet pipe 21. After cooling the mirror 20, the
glass window pane 24, and the lower end surface of the
fiberscope 23, the coolant flows upward and out through
the coolant passage 22 formed by the space between
the outer tube 25 and the inner tube 26. This ensures
that the mechanisms inside the objective portion 2, as
well as the other components such as the fiberscope 23
located thereabove, are not affected by the high-tem-

perature atmosphere inside the furnace 6.
[0026] The portions of the in-furnace inspection ma-
chine in accordance with the present invention that are
inserted into the furnace are completely enclosed inside
the elevational shaft 3 and are not provided with any
driven (dynamic) parts. In other words, both the laser
projector 1 and the objective portion 2 protruding from
the lower portion of the elevational shaft 3 are fixed to
the elevational shaft 3, and the height or angle of the
laser projector 1 and the objective portion 2 inside the
furnace 6 can be set when the condition of the refractory
member 7 inside the furnace 6 is being inspected, by
causing the elevational shaft 3 itself to be raised/low-
ered or rotated by the drive mechanisms accommodat-
ed inside the protective cover 8 for the drive mechanism
which is arranged at a position above the elevational
shaft 3 where it is not affected by the furnace 6.
[0027] To raise or lower the elevational shaft 3, the
electric motor 13 is driven so that a gear wheel (not
shown) engaged with the rack-and-pinion mechanism
10 is driven via the speed reducer 14, and thus the as-
sembly is raised or lowered. Similarly, to rotate the ele-
vational shaft 3, the electric motor 11 is driven so that a
gear wheel (not shown) engaged with the rotational gear
wheel 9 is driven via the speed reducer 12, and thus the
assembly is rotated to any desired angle. This makes it
possible for the laser projector 1 and the objective por-
tion 2 to always operate safely over a long period of in-
spection time, while inserted in a high-temperature or
highly radioactive environment.
[0028] The basic concept of distance measurement
by triangulation, which is used by the in-furnace inspec-
tion machine of the present invention, is shown in Fig.
4. In this figure, if a laser beam is projected onto a sur-
face that is the object being inspected and the light re-
flected from the surface being inspected is watched by
a television camera, the location of the bright spot point
the image plane of the camera will change with the dis-
tance to the surface being inspected. Thus it is clear that
the distance to the surface being inspected can be cal-
culated by processing the image of the area location ob-
tained during measurement, after calibrating the ma-
chine by measuring the distance from the inspection
machine to various objects at distances that are previ-
ously known, thus obtaining the relationships between
the locations of light spot on the image plane of the cam-
era and the corresponding distances.
[0029] In practice, the laser beam generated from the
laser source 4 is shone as a spot laser beam from the
laser projector 1 through the laser-transmission optical
fiber and onto various different refractory members 7 af-
fixed inside the furnace 6. The reflected light thereof is
transmitted from the mirror 20 provided in the objective
portion 2, through the fiberscope 23, and to the televi-
sion camera 5 provided on an upper portion of the ele-
vational shaft 3, and the location of the surface on which
it shines is determined to be the initial spot location on
the image plane. The distance data obtained from the
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television image signal of the area inside the furnace 6
that is watched by the television camera 5 is sent to a
data processing device that is located in an area sepa-
rated from the hot cell by the cell wall, in an environment
that is completely unaffected by radiation.
[0030] The concept used for the measurement of a
change in distance of a certain point on the light axis, if
the position of the object being inspected has displaced
along the light axis of the spot beam, is shown in Fig. 4.
The inspection machine of the present invention is used
for measuring surface conditions, such as those of re-
fractory members inside a melting furnace that are
changed by corrosion. An outline of measurement by a
spot beam is described below.
[0031] First of all, the drive shaft is moved in such a
manner that the laser spot beam is repeatedly moved
slightly at a predetermined pitch in both the axial direc-
tion and the circumferential direction along the surface
of the object being inspected, then stopped, so that the
entire surface being inspected is scanned by the laser
beam. Each time the drive shaft is stopped, the laser
beam emitted at that position from the laser source,
which is provided outside the furnace, is incident on the
light-admitting portion of the laser-transmission optical
fiber through a focussing lens. The incident light bundle
that is transmitted into the fiber is projected from the pro-
jector onto the object being inspected inside the furnace.
The bright spot generated thereby on the object being
inspected is accepted by the objective portion of the fib-
erscope, is transmitted through the fiber, and is imaged
on the image plane of the television camera provided
outside the furnace. This enables measurement of the
bright spot, or rather, of the distance to the object being
inspected.
[0032] The scan pitch of the above measurements
and the measured distance data can be used to model
the surface conditions, by processing over the measure-
ment range performed by the data processing device
that is located in a position separated from the hot cell
by the cell wall, in an environment that is completely un-
affected by high levels of temperature and radiation
within the furnace.
[0033] The above description concerned a spot-
shaped beam, but a slit-shaped beam could equally well
be used. In such a case, the distances to all the points
on a line on the surface of the object being inspected at
which the slit-shaped beam is incident can be measured
at the same time. This means that the surface conditions
can be modeled by repeating the measurements at a
constant pitch in the direction perpendicular to the plane
of the slit-shaped beam, then processing the thus-ob-
tained data in a manner similar to that used for a spot-
shaped beam. It should be noted, however, that if the
range to be inspected exceeds the length of the slit-
shaped beam within the television camera, scanning in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the slit-
shaped beam and in the direction of the slit-shaped
beam is repeated until the entire region being inspected

has been covered.
[0034] To ensure that measured values are reproduc-
ible when the inspection machine of this invention is
used to measure the same locations, it is necessary to
ensure that the inspection machine is installed accurate-
ly at fixed locations with respect to the furnace. With a
glass melting furnace for solidifying high-level radioac-
tive wastes, it is inevitable that this installation work
must be done by remote operation, because of the high
levels of radioactivity inside the furnace, not only while
it is in operation, but also when it is halted for overhaul.
One method of ensuring repeatability of the positioning
of the in-furnace inspection machine could be to use the
guide pin 15 as a reference point for mounting the in-
furnace inspection machine on an upper portion of the
furnace 6 by remote-control manipulation.
[0035] The description now turns to a brief outline of
the measurement of amounts of corrosion in refractory
members 7 affixed inside the furnace 6. First of all, the
various distances to the walls of the furnace are meas-
ured while the furnace 6 is being constructed. Measure-
ments are then taken at fixed periods during operation,
at the same locations on the surfaces of the refractory
members 7 as those measured during construction, af-
ter use at high temperatures or in a highly radioactive
environment. If there should be any displacement due
to corrosion of the surface of a refractory member 7, the
measured value of the distance will change, and a com-
parison of the two values can be used to provide accu-
rate, quantitative calculation of the corrosion loss of
each refractory member 7.
[0036] The above description dealt with a method of
measuring corrosion loss of a refractory member 7 by
comparing an initial measurement obtained for each
measurement point during the construction of the fur-
nace with a measurement obtained after a fixed period
of service. In the furnace 6 is a glass melting furnace,
however, there will be virtually no corrosion above a
standard operating liquid level of the melted glass, so it
is also possible to quantitatively measure corrosion
losses in the refractory members 7 by comparing a lo-
cation on the surface of a refractory member 7 of the
furnace 6 with a location on the surface of the refractory
member 7 that is below the upper surface of the melted
glass.
[0037] If the bottom of the furnace 6 is hopper shaped,
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, one assembly of the laser
projector 1 and objective portion 2 will be unable to
measure all the changes in the wall surfaces, because
the manner in which each component is fixed makes it
inevitable that some locations on the wall surfaces irra-
diated by the laser beam will be outside the field of view
of the television camera. To allow for these blindspots,
the present invention also provides a plurality of assem-
blies, each comprising a laser projector 1 and a objec-
tive portion 2 and having different angles formed be-
tween the laser beam and reflected beam thereof, and
all passing through the elevational shaft 3. With this con-
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figuration the most suitable assembly can be selected
to suit the distance between each object being inspect-
ed and the inspection machine.
[0038] Since a machine based on the present inven-
tion incorporates an irradiation-transmitting optical fiber
inside the fiberscope, inspection by visual observation
can also be provided by irradiating the interior of the fur-
nace.
[0039] If the irradiating laser beam used when meas-
uring distances by the triangulation method is made to
be a spot-shaped beam or a slit-shaped beam, calcula-
tion of the distance to the object being inspected along
the light axis of the spot-shaped beam or in the plane of
the slit-shaped beam is simple for image processing. In
addition, when measuring a physical surface shape by
the inspection machine, the data processing is simpler
by means of measuring from an immovable point acting
as a reference. Therefore, if the laser beam is made to
be either a spot-shaped beam or a slit-shaped beam
forming a vertical surface, it is preferable to rotate the
light axis of the spot-shaped beam or the plane of the
slit-shaped beam about the rotational center and thus
make this rotational center a Z-axis in a cylindrical co-
ordinates system of three-dimensional positional meas-
urement data. For that reason, calculations of distances
or surface shape can be performed simply and precisely
by making the laser beam to be either a spot-shaped
beam or a slit-shaped beam and locating the light axis
of the spot-shaped beam or the plane of the slit-shaped
beam through the center of rotation of the drive shaft.
[0040] The above description stated that the laser
beam projected from the laser projector is either a spot-
shaped beam or a slit-shaped beam, but the inside sur-
faces of the glass melting furnace to which the present
invention is directed are covered with black glass and
hence the reflectivity thereof is extremely low. There-
fore, if the laser beam has a slit shape, the light energy
density (light strength) of the beam is low and virtually
none of it is reflected. In contrast, it is possible to in-
crease the light energy density of a spot-shaped beam,
and thus it is possible to measure distances to the sur-
faces of structural members within a glass melting fur-
nace with such a laser beam.
[0041] As should be clear from the above description
of this embodiment, the present invention provides the
following effects:

1) Since the only portions inserted into the furnace
are the optical fiber and its associated components,
it is possible to ensure a high degree of thermal re-
sistance with a comparatively simple cooling mech-
anism because the optical fiber itself has a certain
amount of thermal resistance in addition to a supe-
rior radiation resistance.
2) Configuring the inspection head of static devices
alone, with no movable components such as bear-
ings, increases reliability and removes the need for
maintenance during use. The high sealing perform-

ance also enables easy and safe maintenance with
a directed operation by decontaminating the head
portion by means such as highpressure water after
the inspection is completed.
3) Use of optical fibers not only makes it possible to
reduce the size of portions inserted into the furnace,
but it also enables the inspection of furnaces
through restricted openings such as ports or ducts.
4) Quantitative measurements of the corrosion of
surfaces of structural members inside a furnace
make it possible to estimate lifetimes.
5) The incorporation of the light-transmission opti-
cal fiber and the fiberscope into a single assembly
makes it possible to perform visual, qualitative ob-
servation in addition to quantitative measurement
of corrosion, without having any effect on the size
and form of the portions inserted in the furnace.
6) The transmission of images using optical fibers
makes it possible to obtain clear pictures at only a
fraction of the power required for measuring instru-
ments that use periscopes, when the transmission
distance is long.
7) Forming the laser beam into a spot-shaped or a
slit-shaped beam that defines a vertical surface
makes it possible to easily obtain concise and pre-
cise measurement or calculation of surface shape,
by passing the light axis of the spot-shaped beam
or the plane of the slit-shaped beam through the ro-
tational center, thus making this rotational center a
Z-axis in a cylindrical coordinate system of three-
dimensional positional measurement data.

Claims

1. An in-furnace inspection machine for the interior of
a furnace (6), comprising a light-projecting portion
(1) and an objective portion (2) inserted into a fur-
nace (6) that contains a high-temperature, highly ra-
dioactive atmosphere; a light-source (4) and an im-
aging portion (5) located outside said furnace (6);
means (3) for connecting portions inside said fur-
nace (6) to portions outside said furnace (6); a main
inspection machine (11-14) portion having means
for freely raising, lowering, and rotating all of said
portions as a single assembly; and a data process-
ing device (35, 37) located outside a hot cell through
a cell wall (30), said in-furnace inspection machine
comprises:

a laser-transmission optical fiber incorporated
with a laser beam projector (1) at one end there-
of inserted into said furnace (6) and being con-
nected to a laser source (4) at the other end
thereof outside said furnace (6);
a fiberscope (23) incorporated with said objec-
tive portion (2) at one end thereof inserted into
said furnace, said objective portion (2) being ar-
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ranged so as to be capable of observing an ir-
radiated point on a structural wall surface inside
said furnace (6) onto which laser light projected
from said laser projector (1) falls, and being
connected to an image sensor (5) located at the
other end of the fiberscope (23) outside said
furnace (6);
means (35, 37) for calculating the distance from
a tip portion of said inspection machine to said
structural wall surface on which said laser
beam has fallen, by processing an image signal
from said image sensor (5);
a first double-walled tube of a structure such
that said laser-transmission optical fiber is in-
corporated inside an inner tube (26) thereof,
and a coolant introduced from a supply port out-
side said furnace into a passageway within said
inner tube (26) turns in the vicinity of said laser
projector (1) at said tip portion and flows back
through a gap (22) between said inner tube (26)
and an outer tube (25) thereof to an outflow port
outside said furnace; and
a second double-walled tube of a structure
such that said fiberscope (23) is incorporated
inside an inner tube (26) thereof, and a coolant
introduced from a supply port outside said fur-
nace into a passageway inside said inner tube
(26) urns in the vicinity of said objective portion
(2) at said tip portion and flows back through a
gap (22) between said inner tube (26) and an
outer tube (25) thereof to the outflow port out-
side said furnace (6) ; wherein:

said first double-walled tube accommodat-
ing said laser-transmission optical fiber
and said second double-walled tube ac-
commodating said fiberscope (23) are in-
corporated in a drive shaft (3) provided with
means (13, 14) for obtaining straight-line
motion in an axial direction and means (11,
12) for obtaining rotational motion in a cir-
cumferential direction, and a portion below
a lower end portion of said drive shaft (3)
is provided by a structure (27) whereby the
positional relationship between said laser
projector (1) of said first double-walled tube
accommodating said laser-transmission
optical fiber and said objective portion (2)
of said second double-walled tube accom-
modating said fiberscope (23) is fixed;
external surfaces of said drive portions of
said drive shaft (3) and said first double-
walled tube accommodating said laser-
transmission optical fiber and said second
double-walled tube accommodating said
fiberscope (23) protruding from a lower end
portion of said drive shaft (3), and penetra-
tion portions of said drive shaft (3) through

a case of said inspection machine have an
airtight configuration; and
surface shape of structural members in-
side said furnace are determined from dis-
tance data obtained by continuously scan-
ning said laser beam over said surfaces.

2. The in-furnace inspection machine of claim 1,
wherein said projected laser beam is a spot-shaped
beam such that the light axis of said spot-shaped
beam passes through the center of rotation of said
drive shaft (3).

3. The in-furnace inspection machine of claim 1,
wherein said projected laser beam is a slit-shaped
beam forming a vertical surface such that a plane
formed by said slit-shaped beam passes through
the central axis of rotation of said drive shaft (3).

4. The in-furnace inspection machine of any of claims
1 to 3, wherein said fiberscope (23) is incorporated
with an irradiating light projector at an end thereof
in said furnace and is configured integrally with a
light guide connected to an irradiating light source
arranged outside said furnace.

Patentansprüche

1. Ofeninspektionsmaschine zum Inspizieren des In-
neren eines Ofens (6), umfassend einen Lichtpro-
jektionsteil (1) und ein Objektivteil (2), eingesetzt in
einen Ofen (6), der eine hochradioaktive Hochtem-
peraturatmosphäre enthält; eine Lichtquelle (4) und
einen Abbildungsteil (5) außerhalb des Ofens (6);
eine Einrichtung zum Verbinden von Teilen im Inne-
ren des Ofen (6) mit Teilen außerhalb des Ofens
(6), einen Hauptinspektions-Maschinenteil (11-14)
mit einer Einrichtung zum freien Abheben, Absen-
ken und Drehen sämtlicher Teile als einzelne An-
ordnung; und eine Datenverarbeitungseinrichtung
(95, 37), die sich außerhalb einer Heißzelle jenseits
einer Zellenwand (30) befindet, umfassend:

eine zur Laserübertragung dienende optische
Faser, die an ihrem einen Ende mit einem La-
serstrahlprojektor (1) ausgestattet ist, einge-
führt in den Ofen (6) und angeschlossen an ei-
ne Laserquelle an ihrem anderen Ende außer-
halb des Ofen (6);

eine Faserbetrachtungseinrichtung (23), die an
ihrem einen Ende, das in den Ofen eingeführt
ist, mit dem Objektivteil (2) ausgestattet ist,
welches so ausgebildet ist, dass es einen be-
strahlten Punkt an einer Strukturwandoberflä-
che im Inneren des Ofen (6) betrachten kann,
auf den Laserlicht aus dem Laserprojektor (1)
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fällt, wobei an dem anderen Ende der Faserbe-
trachtungseinrichtung (23) außerhalb des Ofen
(6) ein Bildsensor (5) angeordnet ist;

eine Einrichtung (55, 37) zum Berechnen des
Abstands von einem Spitzenbereich der In-
spektionsmaschine bis hin zu der Struktur-
wandoberfläche, auf die der Laserstrahl aufge-
troffen ist, in dem ein Bildsignal aus dem Bild-
sensor (5) verarbeitet wird;

ein erstes doppelwandiges Rohr einer Struktur,
derart ausgebildet, dass die optische Laser-
übertragungs-Faser sich im Inneren eines In-
nenrohrs des doppelwandigen Rohrs befindet,
wobei von einer Zuführöffnung außerhalb des
Ofens in einen Kanal im Inneren des Innen-
rohrs (26) eingeleitetes Kühlmittel in der Nähe
des Laserprojektors (1) in dem oberen Bereich
umkehrt und zurück durch einen Spalt (22) zwi-
schen dem Innenrohr (26) und einem Außen-
rohr (25) hin zu einer außerhalb des Ofens be-
findlichen Ablauföffnung strömt;

ein zweites doppelwandiges Rohr einer derar-
tigen Struktur, dass die Faserbetrachtungsein-
richtung (23) sich in dessen Innenrohr (26) be-
findet und ein von einer Zuführöffnung außer-
halb des Ofens in einen Kanal im Inneren des
Innenrohrs (26) eingespeistes Kühlmittel in der
Nähe des Objektivteils (2) an dem Spitzenbe-
reich umkehrt und durch einen Spalt (22) zwi-
schen dem Innenrohr (26) und einem Außen-
rohr (25) des Doppelrohrs zurückfließt zu der
Ablauföffnung außerhalb des Ofen (6);

wobei
das erste doppelwandige Rohr, das die optische La-
serübertragungs-Faser aufnimmt, und das zweite
doppelwandige Rohr, das die Faserbetrachtungs-
einrichtung (23) aufnimmt, in einen Antriebsschacht
(3) eingebaut sind, ausgestattet mit einer Einrich-
tung (13, 14) zum Bewerkstelligen einer gradlinigen
Bewegung in axialer Richtung, und einer Einrich-
tung (11, 12) zum Erhalten einer Drehbewegung in
einer Umfangsrichtung, wobei ein Teil unterhalb
des anderen Endabschnitts des Antriebsschachts
(3) mit einer Struktur (27) ausgestattet ist, durch die
die Lagebeziehung zwischen dem Laserprojektor
(1) und dem ersten doppelwandigen Rohr, das die
optische Laserübertragungs-Faser aufnimmt, und
dem Objektivteil (2) des zweiten doppelwandigen
Rohrs, das die Faserbetrachtungseinrichtung (23)
aufnimmt, festgelegt ist;
Außenflächen der Antriebsteile des Antriebs-
schachts (3) und das erste doppelwandige Rohr,
das die optische Laserübertragungs-Faser auf-
nimmt, und das zweite doppelwandige Rohr, das

die Faserbetrachtungseinrichtung (23) aufnimmt,
aus einem unteren Endabschnitt des Antriebs-
schachts (3) vorstehen, und eindringende Bereiche
des Antriebsschachts (3), die ein Gehäuse der In-
spektionsmaschine durchsetzen, einen luftdichten
Aufbau haben;
eine Oberflächenform der Strukturelemente im In-
neren des Ofens bestimmt wird durch Abstandsda-
ten, die durch kontinuierliches Abtasten der Ober-
flächen mit dem Laserstrahl gewonnen werden.

2. Maschine nach Anspruch 1, bei der der projizierte
Laserstrahl ein fleckförmiger Strahl ist, derart, dass
die Lichtachse des fleckförmigen Strahls durch die
Drehmitte des Antriebsschachts (3) geht.

3. Maschine nach Anspruch 1, bei der der projizierte
Laserstrahl ein schlitzförmiger Strahl ist, der eine
vertikale Oberfläche bildet, demzufolge eine durch
den schlitzförmigen Strahl gebildete Ebene durch
die mittlere Drehachse des Antriebsschachts (3)
verläuft.

4. Maschine nach Anspruch 1 bis 3, bei der die Faser-
betrachtungseinrichtung (23) an ihrem einen Ende
mit einem Beleuchtungslichtprojektor innerhalb des
Ofens ausgestattet ist und integral mit einer Licht-
führung ausgebildet ist, die an eine außerhalb des
Ofens angeordnete Beleuchtungslichtquelle ange-
schlossen ist.

Revendications

1. Un dispositif d'inspection de four pour l'intérieur
d'un four (6), comprenant une partie formant pro-
jecteur de lumière (1) et une partie formant objectif
(2) insérées dans un four (6) qui contient une at-
mosphère à température élevée, fortement
radioactive ; une source de lumière (4) et une partie
de formation d'images (5) placées à l'extérieur dudit
four (6) ; des moyens (3) pour relier des parties à
l'intérieur dudit four (6) à des parties à l'extérieur
dudit four (6) ; une partie formant dispositif d'inspec-
tion principal présentant des moyens pour soulever,
abaisser et faire tourner librement toutes lesdites
parties sous la forme d'un ensemble unique ; et un
organe de traitement de données (35, 37) disposé
à l'extérieur d'une cellule chaude à travers une paroi
de cellule (30), ledit dispositif d'inspection de four
comprenant :

une fibre optique de transmission laser incor-
porée au projecteur de faisceau laser (1) au ni-
veau de sa première extrémité insérée dans le-
dit four (6) et étant reliée à une source laser (4)
au niveau de son autre extrémité à l'extérieur
dudit four (6) ;
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un fibroscope (23) incorporé à ladite partie for-
mant objectif (2) à sa première extrémité insé-
rée dans ledit four, ladite partie formant objectif
(2) étant disposée de manière à pouvoir obser-
ver un point éclairé sur une surface de paroi
structurelle à l'intérieur dudit four (6) sur laquel-
le tombe une lumière laser projetée à partir du-
dit projecteur laser (1), et étant reliée à un cap-
teur d'images (5) placé à l'autre extrémité du
fibroscope (23) à l'extérieur dudit four (6) ;
des moyens (35, 37) pour calculer la distance
depuis une partie d'extrémité dudit dispositif
d'inspection jusqu'à ladite surface de paroi
structurelle sur laquelle est tombée ledit fais-
ceau laser, en traitant un signal image issu du-
dit capteur d'image (5);
un premier tube à deux parois d'une structure
telle que ladite fibre optique de transmission la-
ser est incorporée à l'intérieur de son tube in-
terne (26), un agent réfrigérant introduit à partir
d'un orifice d'amenée à l'extérieur dudit four
dans une passage à l'intérieur dudit tube inter-
ne (26) tourne au voisinage dudit projecteur la-
ser (1) au niveau de ladite partie d'extrémité et
s'écoule en retour à travers un intervalle (22)
entre ledit tube interne (26) et son tube externe
(25) vers un orifice d'échappement à l'extérieur
dudit four ; et
un second tube à deux parois d'une structure
telle que ledit fibroscope (23) est incorporé à
l'intérieur de son tube interne (26), et un agent
réfrigérant introduit à partir d'un orifice d'ame-
née à l'extérieur dudit four dans un passage à
l'intérieur dudit tube interne (26) tourne au voi-
sinage de ladite partie formant objectif (2) au
niveau de ladite partie d'extrémité et s'écoule
en retour à travers un intervalle (22) entre ledit
tube interne (26) et son tube externe (25) vers
l'orifice d'échappement à l'extérieur dudit four
(6) ; dans lequel :

ledit premier tube à deux parois logeant la-
dite fibre optique de transmission laser et
ledit seconde tube à deux parois logeant
ledit fibroscope (23) sont incorporés dans
un arbre d'entraînement (3) muni de
moyens (13, 14) pour permettre d'obtenir
un mouvement rectiligne dans une direc-
tion axiale et des moyens (11, 12) pour per-
mettre d'obtenir un mouvement de rotation
dans une direction circonférentielle, et une
partie en dessous d'une partie d'extrémité
inférieure dudit arbre d'entraînement (3)
est munie d'une structure (27) par laquelle
est fixée la relation de position entre ledit
projecteur laser (1) et ledit tube à deux pa-
rois logeant ladite fibre optique de trans-
mission laser et ladite partie formant objec-

tif (2) dudit second tube à deux parois lo-
geant ledit fibroscope (23);
les surfaces externes desdites parties
d'entraînement dudit arbre d'entraînement
(3) et dudit premier tube à deux parois lo-
geant ladite fibre optique de transmission
laser et ledit second tube à deux parois lo-
geant ledit fibroscope (23) faisant saillie
d'une partie d'extrémité inférieure dudit ar-
bre d'entraînement (3), et les parties de pé-
nétration dudit arbre d'entraînement (3) à
travers une boîtier dudit dispositif d'inspec-
tion présentent un configuration étanche à
l'air ; et
la forme de la surface des éléments struc-
turaux à l'intérieur dudit four est détermi-
née à partir de données de distance obte-
nues par un balayage continu dudit fais-
ceau laser sur lesdites surfaces.

2. Le dispositif d'inspection de four selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel ledit faisceau laser projeté est
une faisceau ponctuel tel que l'axe de la lumière du-
dit faisceau ponctuel passe par le centre de rotation
dudit arbre d'entraînement (3).

3. Le dispositif d'inspection de four selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel ledit faisceau laser projeté est
un faisceau fendu délimitant une surface verticale
telle qu'un plan formé par ledit faisceau fendu passe
par l'axe central de rotation dudit arbre d'entraîne-
ment (3).

4. Le dispositif d'inspection de four selon une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ledit fi-
broscope (23) est incorporé à un projecteur de lu-
mière éclairante au niveau de sa première extrémi-
té dans ledit four et est configuré de manière soli-
daire à un guide de lumière relié à une source de
lumière éclairante disposée à l'extérieur dudit four.
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